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Once In A Blue Moon

(Plates 56-58)

I f you were brought up, like me, on a diet of early Mountain magazines,
you may understand my misgivings when, for the first time in June 1996,

I lurched out of a car hire parking lot at San Francisco airport, aiming for
the correct strand of the spaghetti complex of freeways that leads to Yosemite
Valley. I remembered stunning black and white photos of soaring walls,
flared cracks and holdless slabs on which gaunt, hollow-cheeked hard men
like Warren Harding and Royal Robbins stared, wild eyed, over bottomless
voids.Why then was I, in the last throes of middle age, heading for this
Mecca of world climbing? The answer lay with my companion. It was all
Mac's fault.

Ian McNaught-Davis is a devout - what is the right word? - 'Americaphile'
who has climbed and skied extensively from the Gunks in the east to the
Valley in the west. tie had assured me that we were heading for a feast of
easy classics, tailor-made for our declining powers. I wasn't totally
convinced. Two days later, in Tuolumne Meadows, my worst fears were
realised. An Achilles tendon injury, originally acquired playing geriatric
pub cricket in Sheffield, had flared up on an innocuous little route on
Lambert Dome. The weather was awful (it was actually snowing gently),
and I was tempted to cut my losses and go home. Then Mac, inspired,
suggested a drive down through Death Valley to Las Vegas and a couple of
days climbing on the sandstone of the nearby Red Rock Canyon.

Even to an old cynic like me, Las Vegas was a bit of a shock. I could
cope with most of its garish excesses, but the sight of all those blue-rinsed,
semi-transparent old ladies endlessly feeding the slot machines was beyond
my comprehension. Couldn't someone explain to them that they weren't
ever going to win?

After a gruesome night in a cheap motel, which obviously it wasn't, we
took the local climbing guidebook's advice and got a fantastically cheap
midweek deal in the Las Vegas Hilton (no kidding). We wanted one really
excellent climb and after the drive and a day off, my ankle had miraculously
improved. We chose a route called Tunnel Vision. It was 800ft long and
graded 5.7 - well within our capabilities (or so we thought). In retrospect,
it was an eccentric choice on grounds of shape alone, as it consisted mainly
of flared chimneys and various unspecifled subterranean ramblings.
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Many years ago, when I was merely fat, Mo Anthoine had inveigled me
into climbing the detestable Monolith Crack, a party piece he had perfected
in his days as an instructor at Ogwen Cottage. Like Winnie the Pooh on
his ill-fated visit to his friend Rabbit, I had become inextricably stuck. It
was only Mo's ability to make me laugh that enabled me, through some
strange convulsion of stomach muscles, to wobble up and break surface
with a sigh of relief and a vow never, ever, to go near such a route again.
Now, in a kind of ecstasy of self-delusion, we stood at the foot of what
appeared to be about ten Monolith Cracks stacked on top of each other.
Anyone in the State of Nevada could have told us that we were about to
make a big mistake.

After two or three relatively easy pitches Mac set off on what was to be
the lead of the trip: up an imposing flared chimney that looked horrifyingly
unprotected. Eighty feet of squirming brought him to a point where the
chimney narrowed and both walls overhung. Mac was seriously worried:
'If I can get some decent protection in you can lower me off - this is
absolutely desperate.' After fiddling around for ages, the unwelcome news
fluttered down that it was useless. Not trusting it, Mac climbed a few feet
higher and at last slotted in a perfect nut.

'Might as well carry on now,' he muttered, before shooting up the last
twenty feet to a belay and a whoop of delight. (From him, I scarcely need
add, not from me.) Strangely, though, I climbed through the lower con
strictions quite easily. Knowing that I was even bigger than Mac, I had
watched him carefully and managed to unlock the combinations without
too much trouble. Relieved, I started the steep moves at the top. I was
appalled. What Mac had made look so easy I found to be the living end.
Apoplectic with fury, wasted energy and the desertion of every bit of
technique I ever possessed, I was hauled onto the ledge by Mac, only for
him to have to endure a tirade of abuse instead of the congratulations he
richly deserved. He heard me out.

'Oh Jim, I do enjoy your company' was his disarming remark, accom
panied by a beatific smile, as I subsided into grumpy silence.

Above this the climb was easier, although increasingly peculiar as we
climbed through a weird landscape of sandstone features vaguely reminis
cent of the Old Man of Hoy. We arrived at the pitch that gave the climb its
wholly appropriate name. Mac's lead again, and he disappeared into the
bowels of the earth behind a monstrous flake. Eventually a faint shout,
followed by a piercing whistle, jerked me back to reality. I disentangled
the belay and set off to see what was coming next. Or rather not see, for
I was immediately plunged into inky darkness. As the ropes led upwards I
followed, wondering where I was going, until I could hear Mac somewhere
up to my left.

'Walk along the ledge.'
'Oh really?'
'Well, I think it's a ledge.'
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Blindly I groped, shuffled and slithered towards his voice. Suddenly there
was a flash as Mac took a picture, which later provided us with the only
visual evidence of the whole pitch. I emerged into daylight on the other
side of the flake. After that, two long pitches led to the top and partial
satisfaction, for the route description of the descent was incredibly com
plicated. Amazingly, though, we got it right for once and a couple of hours
later the blue-rinsed old ladies in the foyer of the Hilton were treated to the
sight of two grinning dust-encrusted climbers in torn and dirty T-shirts,
carrying their ropes, boots and racks of gear to the lift. In the London
Hilton we wouldn't have made it through the door. Here we could have
carried ice axes, worn crampons and full down suits and nobody would
have batted an eyelid.

Two days later we were back in Yosemite and Mac's master plan was
revealed. Snake Dike is on Half Dome and is a route Mac had failed on with
his son Simon several years previously. Ominously it was again graded 5.7,
which seemed to cover a multitude of sins.

Half Dome, seen from the viewpoint of Glacier Point, is a wonderful but
wholly misleading sight. The huge, apparently vertical, blank face in front
of you is in fact a slab set at a gentle angle and easing all the way to the top.
We decided to bivvy near the foot of the route and plodded up the Half
Dome trail past the impressive Vernal and Nevada Falls in the heat of the
afternoon, carrying, as usual, ridiculously heavy sacks. Our prospective
bivouac site was not exactly cramped - about three acres of flat ground 
but Mac and I stayed sufficiently close together to assuage our terror of
bears, but far enough apart for him not to resort to extreme violence at my
snoring. (At one campsite, during a sleepless night, Mac had seriously
considered tying all the guy ropes of my tent to the hire car and towing me
out of earshot.)

Just before we settled down we were surprised by the arrival of three
young superfit Californian climbers; two youths and a girl. They explained
that they were off to do a nocturnal ascent of Snake Dike, to celebrate a
'blue moon'. I, for one, was unaware that such a thing existed outside
popular songs, but was informed that the phenomenon occurs when there
is a full moon twice in the same calendar month. Tonight would be such
an occasion and, what's more, would happen in a cloudless sky. They
invited us to join them, which we declined without too much trouble, and
wished them well before settling down to sleep in what, as the moon rose,
seemed like broad daylight.

At dawn (which was noticeably darker than the rest of the night) we set
off, and I could easily understand how Mac and Simon had got lost,
particularly as they had strayed into an area of fallen trees blown down in
a recent storm. This time we found the devious trail, which was still in
shadow, leading to the foot of the route.

What can I say about such a superb climb? Like all classics it takes the
easiest line through a huge area of much harder rock. It is never much
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more than good British VS but, and it is a significant 'but', the protection is
minimal. Those who shudder at the mention of the world 'bolt', should
get themselves on the upper pitches which are probably no more than Severe
but have only one bolt runner between each bolted stance. There is no
natural protection at all. The climbing is exactly the same standard through
out, move for move, but feels much harder as the fall potential grows,
particularly if, like Mac, you fail to notice a protection bolt and climb past
it, giving a possible lOO-metre fall, plus rope stretch, if you come off just
below its stance!

In fact Mac was climbing really well, as he had done the entire trip,
whereas I had long succumbed to the 'Oh God, what am I doing here?'
syndrome, a question that was not difficult to answer as far as the view was
concerned. What a stupendous place! Once you are above the valley,
Yosemite is as wild and beautiful as anywhere in the world. Here, the
views across to Glacier Point and down towards the unmistakable profile
of El Cap, now below us, were sublime.

As we gained height the angle eased. Suddenly, in the middle of a long
run-out, I made an amazing discovery: I could stand up and walk! After
another pitch we unroped but kept our rock boots on all the way to the top,
for a slip here would be both embarrassing and, shortly afterwards, terminal.
The last few hundred feet seemed to take forever. It was scorchingly hot
and windless. I was puffmg, but of course Half Dome is nearly 9000ft high.
Could I be about to succumb to the lowest ever case of pulmonary oedema?

Eventually we arrived at the flat summit, along with dozens of hikers
who had flogged up the Half Dome Trail and braved its extraordinary and
rather frightening line of ladders up the fmal few hundred feet. Descending
them, against the panic-stricken hordes coming up, was interesting, with
one severe case of hysterics to contend with. Luckily Mac quickly calmed
me down and the descent passed off without further incident. We were
happy and fulfilled.

Later I read the account of the first ascent of Snake Dike in Steve Roper's
excellent Camp IV - Recolleaions of a Yosemite Rockclimber. As you may
imagine it was a bit of an anti-climax to find it described as 'a perfect
beginner's climb'. I will never be a hollow-cheeked, wild-eyed hard man.
Ab well ... so what?



56. Jim Curran seconding Tunnel Vision
at Red Rock Canyon, Las Vegas.
(fan McNaught-Davis) (p169)

57. Snake Dike on Half Dome, Yosemite.
(Jim Curran) (P171)

58. Half Dome, Yosemite. (Jim Curran) (P1?1)
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